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PROJECT: WE ARE BOOKTUBERS 

By Candela Andreu Ros and Carolina Hernández Zapata 2º D 

 

 

- What is a booktuber? 

Book - libro 

Tuber - YouTube 

Booktuber - Youtuber que sube contenido de libros 

 

- What do we have to do? 

✓ You are going to become a booktuber. 

✓ You are going to introduce your favourite book to the audience and you will 

recommend it. 
 

- How do we have to do it? 

1) Write a script 

 

A. What and how we want to communicate 

 

B. Review: brief writing that provides information about the book and expresses 

personal opinions about the content of the work. These opinions must be argued 

and reasoned and they can be positive (recommending the book) or negative (not 

recommending the book) reasoned and argued). 
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C. Presentation: 

1. Presentation: who we are and what we want. Introduce yourself. 

2. Presentation of the book: title, publisher, age addressed. Introduce the book. 

3. Presentation of authors / illustrators (short biography) 

 

D. Development: 

4. Characters / theme / synopsis / feelings you had when reading / opinion (do not 

reveal important facts or the ending).  

-Talk about the main character and minor characters. Describe them and explain the 

reasons why you like them. 

-Give a summary of the plot 

- Introduce your feelings while you were reading it. 

-Which are the influences of this book? 

-Explain important things in the book 

-Talk about the main topics in the book 

-Which aspects of the novel do you like? 

 

E. Farewell: 

5. Conclusion: sentence / text / phrase from the book that takes your attention. Make 

a little summary to end the speaking 

 

6. Personal opinion. Why is it your favourite book? Who do you recommend the book 

to? 

-Yes I liked it 

- What I liked the most / least 

-Recommendable or not 

-Rating: 1-5 stars (1 = I did not like it, 2 = passable / acceptable, 3 = I liked it, I 

recommend it, 4 = I loved it, 5 = the best I have read, read it now) 

 

7. Farewell 

-Say goodbye to your viewers 
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2) Oral Exposition: 

✓ Prepared 

✓ Look at the audience 

✓ Out and loud 

✓ Good pronunciation 

✓ Control time (not very short because you don't explain it well and not very long 

because it is boring) 

 

ORAL PRESENTATIONS. Useful expressions: 

STARTING THE PRESENTATION 

- Good morning, good afternoon 

- My presentation is about 

- What I’m going to talk about today is… TITLE 

 

STARTING THE MAIN POINTS 

- First / In the first place 
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- Second / secondly 

- Next 

- Afterwards / After that 

- Finally 

- Before that 

 

INTRODUCING THE FIRST POINT 

- To begin, let’s talk about… 

- Let’s start with… 

 

MOVING TO THE NEXT POINT/ CHANGING TO A DIFFERENT TOPIC 

- To continue let’s move on to 

- Let’s change into the next point… 

- Regarding.... 

 

GIVING MORE DETAILS 

- Additionally 

- Moreover 

- Furthermore 

- Besides 

- In the same way 

- Not only … but also 

 

REFERRING BACK TO AN EARLIER POINT 

- As I told you before… 

- As mentioned before… 

 

SUMMING UP 

- To sum up 

- In conclusion 

- To finish with 
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ORAL PRESENTATION - SUCCESS CRITERIA 

 

ORAL SKILLS 

✓ Present the topic correctly 

✓ Speaks clearly and with good rhythm  

✓ Correct pronunciation and intonation 

✓ Person is relaxed and maintains contact with the audience 

  

CONTENTS 

1. The information is clear and expressed in your own words 

2. The ideas are well connected 

3. The text is cohesive, in other words, all parts are connected to each 

other (USE OF CONNECTORS) 

4. Use means to attract attention (images, objects...) 

5. Makes correct use of language 

6. The conclusion contains the main ideas and a strong finish 

 

 

USEFUL VOCABULARY AND SENTENCES: 

 

I chose this book because because the story is… involving / exciting / 

interesting /surprising /adventurous /amusing /breathtaking/brilliant/deep/easy 

to understand/ exhilarating/emotional /motivating /hilarious / thought provoking 

/enjoyable/ imaginative/ juvenile/ 

 

It reminds me…../ it makes/ made me feel ……..(happy, sad, relaxed……) 

It is …action /non-fiction/ fiction/mystery/travel book/suspense/self-help 

book/detective story/history book/science-fiction/biography/children’s 

bool/gothic/war/autobiography/a crime story /a fantasy book/a ghost story/an 

adventure book/ a novel/ thriller/ love story 

 

The novel is set in………………………and takes place in………………………… 
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It is/was written by…………………………. 

The main characters are……………….. 

The plot is……….. the climax of the book is when ……and my favourite chapter 

or part of the book is when ……………..don’t tell the end of the book, don’t make a 

spoiler 

 

Other adjectives you can use: boring/confusing /complicated / deceptive / 

nonsensical /predictable/ repetitive/ silly/ goofy /gross / violent / flawed/ 

boring/distasteful / ordinary/ disgusting/ senseless/ brutal/ bloody/ 

predictable/ disappointing/ outdated/ stupid/ incredibly tiresome/ dreadful / 

uninteresting / dark / dramatic /satirical / wacky/ slow/ romantic / picaresque/ 

sentimental /classic / tear jerking 

 

Recommend the book 

It’s worthwhile reading it / it’s a reader pleasure / it’s truly a masterpiece / I 

definitely recommend this book to….everybody /children/teenagers…. 

 

VIDEO EXAMPLES: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PYHLupx_hTg 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w-6e-LHFTsM 

  

BOOK REVIEWS ADVICES, INSTRUCTIONS AND USEFUL LANGUAGE: 

https://www.booktrust.org.uk/books-and-reading/tips-and-advice/writing-

tips/writing-tips-for-teens/how-to-write-a-book-review/ 

https://www.myenglishpages.com/site_php_files/writing-film-book-review.php 

  

FINALLY, SOME WRITTEN EXAMPLES: 

https://www.mensaforkids.org/teach/lesson-plans/book-review-guide/book-

review-writing-examples/ 

Now, you will write your script, practice the pronunciation and finally, you will 

record it 
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